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TA B L E O F C O N T E N T S

very once in a while, the opportunity presents itself to do well while
also doing good. Such is the case with our annual Masters of Merchandising supplement. The industry owes a tip of the hat to the collection
of industry leaders who elected to invest with us in a marketing vehicle that
is both promotional and educational.
Each vendor worked hard to impart their expert wisdom on how to more
effectively merchandise the category at hand. By sharing knowledge acquired
while working with North America’s retailers, these vendors help retailers
move more product, help growers find outlets for production and help the
world by encouraging a more healthful diet.
Increasing sales of fruits and vegetables is not only a matter of big industry
initiatives, but sales in general also can increase only if sales of specific items
increase. That means knowing how to build consumer trial and how to offer the
most effective assortment; it means knowing
how to market things on a day-to-day basis
RETAILERS TODAY and how to do some out-of-the-box promotions
ARE IN A
just to keep consumer interest high.
Retailers, please take the time to review
POSITION TO
this offering carefully. When did you last
EXPECT MORE
think about how to increase sales of garlic?
SUPPORT FROM
Or mangos? Or artichokes? Here is a chance to
PRODUCERS, AND think of merchandising in a different way. When
did you last really consider how to best sell
INTELLECTUAL
bananas — was it when you were a produce
CAPITAL IS JUST
department manager 10, 20 or 30 years ago?
ABOUT THE MOST Here is an opportunity to revisit tactics with
VALUABLE
a different perspective.
The sponsors of this year’s Masters of
SUPPORT ONE
Merchandising section are a special breed.
CAN PROVIDE.
We spoke to many producers who declined to
participate, saying they simply had no idea how
to merchandise their own items effectively. When we offered to help them
research the matter, we encountered all too many vendors who essentially
said, “That is the retailer’s problem; we just book loads.”
Merchandising is everyone’s problem, and in the produce industry, “The
Times, They Are A-Changin’.” Retailers today are in a position to expect
more support from producers, and intellectual capital is just about the most
valuable support one can provide. So kudos to
our Masters of Merchandising sponsors.
As an added service to our retail readers,
we’re printing additional copies of this guide,
so if you would like extra copies of the Masters
of Merchandising 2020 supplement to give to
your colleagues, please fill out the form on the
next page, and scan/email, fax or mail it to us.
For the cost of shipping and handling, we’ll
send you up to five supplements, so they will
be available on a first-come basis.
If you require larger quantities for distribution to store-level personnel, please call our
Jim Prevor,
offices at (561) 994-1118 for information on
Editor-In-Chief,
customized reprints. pb
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YES, please send me ______ copies of the Masters of Merchandising Supplement
Cost: $5 for one copy, $10 for 5 copies. Amount enclosed $_____________
Please make checks payable to: PRODUCE BUSINESS

please print legibly

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Company:____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
City:_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
State/Province:________________________________________________ Zip/Postal Code:________________________________
Country:______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone:_______________________________________________________ Fax:____________________________________________
CREDIT CARD PAYMENT:

Amex
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Credit Card Number:___________________________________________________________ Expiration Date:__________________
Signature:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Fax this form with your credit card information to:
561-994-1610 OR mail with your check to:
PB Masters of Merchandising, P.O. Box 810425 • Boca Raton, FL 33481
Please scan/email this form to editor@producebusiness.com
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APPLES

YAKIMA
It’s perhaps the best over-thecounter prescription available, as the
old adage goes, “An apple a day, keeps
the doctor away.” Apples are proven
to help lower cholesterol and combat
cancer. A primary item in your produce
department for years, apples present
many fun and unique opportunities
to enhance sales. As a proud grower
of Washington Apples, we at Yakima
Fresh are enthusiastic about apples and
getting consumers to eat more! Join us
as we journey through the wonderful
world of apples.
DISPLAY AND
MERCHANDISINGNG
The average U.S. consumer eats
19 pounds of apples per year, which
equates to about an apple a week!
Giving your department the tools to
educate consumers on the benefits of
eating apples and increasing consumption from one apple a week to two can
quickly grow your category.
USE SIGNAGE/POP: Yakima Fresh
enjoys working with partners to create
eye-popping, inspiring POS material to
assist in the education and sales of
apples. Ranging from our “Fit for Life”
campaign to a hand-crafted grower
profile, we help connect consumers to
the orchard. Let us help you create the
signage you want, highlighting variety
names, variety flavors and food pairings.
PLAY UP THE COLOR: In addition to
signage telling the profile of each variety,
utilize the unique coloring of each variety
to give a color break to the display. This
can drive your consumers’ curiosity to

try something new. And don’t be afraid Yakima Fresh wants to help you make
to sample new and old varieties. The that one-apple-per-week eater into a
more they know, the easier it is to buy. one-apple-per-day eater.
Stop comparing apples to apples.
INCLUDE SOME PARTNERS: Be sure Instead, help consumers compare
to cross-merchandise to create impulse apples to coffee. Various studies
and added purchases. For an easy show the benefits from waking up to
cross-merchandising set, put a pie crust an apple far exceed the benefits from
near the apples to spur customers to a cup of coffee. The apple’s natural
make their own fresh pie (most recipes sugar provides an energy boost. The
call for 2 to 3 pounds of apples. Quite fruit’s good carbs fuel the body and
an increase in sales!)
don’t initiate drastic energy slumps like
coffee. Also rich in fiber, apples aid in
PROMOTION
the absorption of sugar into the body.
Let the Yakima Fresh team help you
create some buzz in your apple cate- HANDLING TIPS
gory. Join us in the fight against cancer. • Don’t dump; hand stack.
With our partnership with the American • Watch color schemes.
Institute for Cancer Research (AICR) • Temperature changes: Apples ripen
we can educate consumers on the
10 times faster at room temperahealth benefits of apples. By educating
ture. This leaves most varieties with
today, we can help the health of those
low pressure after only four to five
days at room temperature.
tomorrow, which is not only a reason to
eat, but a reason to buy. Let us support • Don’t mist your apples: misting
you locally as we partner nationally with
causes a white buildup, or Calcium
the AICR. From POS educational mate(which is OK to eat, but doesn’t look
rial to getting involved in local cancer
that great). Misting also can make
your apples dull.
fights, Yakima Fresh is here to educate.
Add some fun to consumption with • “One bad apple spoils the whole
bobbing for apples during Halloween,
lot” — it can! Apples are ethylene
producers, which can affect other
giving the teacher an apple in May for
fruits, vegetable and flowers. (This
teacher’s appreciation week, or joining
the fight against cancer in “Mo”vember
gives you an additional answer when
with mustache-powered apple adverconsumers ask why their produce
goes bad in their refrigerator.)
tising.
Healthy promotions are another proven • Watch where you store your apples
avenue to boost the category. Recent
in the cooler. Apples can cause:
studies linked apples to helping with
- Russetting of lettuce.
everything from weight loss to different
- Increased ripening of tomatoes.
types of cancer, heart disease, Type 2
- Sprouting of potatoes.
diabetes and even asthma. The more we
- Yellowing of broccoli and cauliflower.
can educate, the more people will eat.

• If you are going to cut apples for
display, use lemon juice on your knife
(or a porcelain knife) to slow the
browning process.
VARIETIES
With more than 7,500 types of apples
grown worldwide, priority is a must
when choosing what varieties to carry.
For now, we are proud to be a grower
of your staple items, from Honeycrisp
and Galas to Red Delicious to the next
big thing. Yakima Fresh is there for you
as a leader in year-round supply of the
varieties that mean the most to your
category. We believe the perfect apple
starts in the orchard, and its beauty and
taste is reliant on a perfected supply
chain. Come visit us in the Pacific Northwest to see a vision of the perfect apple.
Variety charts and availability available
at Yakimafresh.com
FUN FACTS
• 80 to 130 calories per apple		
(average size).
• 25% of an apple is air — that’s why
it floats.
• It takes about 36 apples to make 1
gallon of apple cider.
• High in fiber: 5 grams of fiber per
apple, that’s more than a serving
of oatmeal — 2/3 of which comes
from the peel.
• Largest apple to record is 3 pounds
• Average European eats 46 pounds
of apples annually versus the U.S.
Consumer at 19 pounds.
• Apples are a member of the Rose
family.

Fact Resources: U.S. Apple Association &
Washington Apple Commission

YAKIMA FRESH

111 University Parkway, Suite 101
Yakima, WA 98901
509.833.3135
www.yakimafresh.com
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ARTICHOKES

OCEAN MIST FARMS

CROP REPORT
Premier Grower
Ocean Mist Farms has been growing
fresh artichokes since 1924 and is
the largest artichoke grower in North
America. Ocean Mist Farms is the only
year-round grower, selecting proprietary
seed varieties for each of its four unique
growing regions.
Frost Kissed Artichoke Season
Look for Frost Kissed® artichokes
during winter. “Frosting”
is strictly a cosmetic
condition that disappears when cooked,
leaving a clean green
artichoke with a more
intense, nutty flavor.
Order the special Frost
Kissed® merchandising materials to
educate shoppers. Visit OceanMist.
com/pos-frost-kissed-artichokes
Peak Seasons
Spring (March-May) is the traditional
peak artichoke season. However, being
the only year-round artichoke producer
has enabled Ocean Mist Farms to satisfy
demand year-round, particularly during
Winter holidays.
Artichoke promotions like the
annual Peace, Love, Artichokes winter
campaign both educate
and inspire shoppers to purchase
Ocean Mist
Farms artichokes.
Marketing
Engaging with consumers via social
media, the From the Heart blog, email
campaigns, and seasonal promotions
influence in-store purchases. Data gathered through this permission marketing
strategy provide proprietary, actionable
insights about artichoke shopping
behavior.
To make more informed buying
and merchandising decisions, visit
OceanMist.com/trade-downloads

CONSUMER INSIGHTS
What do consumers want to know?
• How to select and store artichokes		
• Unique recipe ideas			

• How to prepare and cook artichokes
• Artichoke nutrition

Visit OceanMist.com/cooking-class to learn the best artichoke preparation and cooking
techniques in the new Cooking Class video series.

ARTICHOKE MERCHANDISING 101
Optimize artichoke item assortment for
incremental sales. On average, top performing retailers offer at least 2 unique
artichoke items*
* Nielsen Perishables Group Fresh Facts 52 Weeks
8/31/2019

Display artichokes on sides and stem-tostem easy pick-up

Don’t retrim stems. Re-trimming causes
up to 30% loss in moisture and weight

Cross merchandise near the meat and
seafood department to inspire easy meal
solutions

Place artichokes near complementary
dipping sauces and produce like fresh
garlic, herbs and lemons
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Order Ocean Mist Farms
artichoke merchandising
materials at OceanMist.
com/point-of-sale

OCEAN MIST FARMS

10855 Ocean Mist Parkway
Castroville, CA 95012
831.633.2144
OceanMist.com
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AVOCADOS

CALIFORNIA AVOCADO COMMISSION
2020 MARKETING PROGRAM
The best avocados have California in them.
Your shoppers anticipate the California season because of the consistent quality, freshness and homegrown taste
they’ve come to expect. After all, it’s a tradition of excellence and fresh-to-market domestic supply that guarantees
the difference with California Avocados! Enjoy your success with the California Avocado season and our innovative
marketing programs for 2020 developed to drive consumers to your stores.
Targeted, Customized Marketing Support

Innovative, branded California Avocado customized social, digital and
geo-targeted promotions throughout the season drive shoppers to your
stores. Social media retail videos can be customized for your store banners.

Count On California To Give Your Customers
What They’re Asking For All Season Long

California Avocados’ fresh-to-market California Avocados create
endless opportunities for seasonal promotions including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start of the California Season
Easter and Spring Celebrations
Memorial Day
California Avocado Month - June
4th of July
Summer BBQs and Family Get-Togethers
Labor Day

Retail Dietitians Programs: Support your shoppers with programs focusing
on eating right and including California Avocados on the plate.
Customized Retail Influencer Programs: Exciting new customized offerings
for retailers including custom content with and without video; seasonal story
ideas for retailer use in local markets; grower vignettes (usage ideas and recipes,
organic, multi-generational); and in-store and online sweepstakes/giveaways.

Use our California Avocado merchandising materials to generate impulse
purchases and promote fresh California Avocados in your stores.
Utilize our “Superfood Spotlight” information sheets for retail influencers at
point-of-purchase and one-on-one consultations. New this year: recipes with
images for the Mediterranean Diet, Grilling and Plant-Curious.

INSIST ON CALIFORNIA AVOCADOS
Visit CaliforniaAvocado.com/Retail to order your POS material or ask your
Retail Marketing Directors for marketing campaigns and customized reports.

CALIFORNIA AVOCADO COMMISSION
CaliforniaAvocado.com/Retail
dcruz@avocado.org
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DOLE

BANANAS: STILL THE KING OF PRODUCE
It’s no secret people love bananas, and it’s easy to see why America’s favorite fruit is more
popular than ever. Convenient, economical, nutrient-packed, naturally sweet, just the right size
for kids’ lunches, and offering their own bio-degradable packaging, bananas are practically the
perfect food. In fact, bananas are consistently one of the top-selling items sold across all items
in grocery stores nationwide, with upwards of 90% household penetration, yet the average retail
banana transaction size remains at roughly 2.5 pounds.

What else can retailers do to entice shoppers to
buy more of the sweet, yellow fruit they love?
MAXIMIZE YOUR BANANA SALES
•S
 ell bananas at every stage. Bananas are versatile at all stages of
ripeness. Offering multiple-color stages appeals to broader shopper tastes
and demographics; and may increase purchase size.
• Go beyond the Cavendish. The yellow Cavendish is still America’s favorite
banana, but other exotic varieties such as DOLE® Red Bananas, Plantains
and Baby Bananas are increasingly popular. Stocking these varieties can
boost incremental banana sales.
•O
 ffer Organic! Industry stats prove organic produce is now a mainstream
product. Your customers may be actively looking for organic bananas and
will trade up for them, so it’s an important option to keep in-stock.
• Don’t limit bananas to the produce section. Secondary displays near the
cereal aisle, dairy section or check-out can promote bananas as an impulse
purchase or single-serve snack option.
• First impressions are important. Keeping your displays fully-stocked
with bright, beautiful, unblemished DOLE® Bananas is the key to attracting
consumer attention.
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BANANAS

THE STRENGTH OF SUSTAINABILITY
Now more than ever, shoppers demand transparency and a commitment to
environmental and social responsibility from their favorite brands. As one of the
most trusted brands by Millennials according to recent studies, Dole answers
the call with an ongoing sustainability program calling for DOLE® Bananas
packaging recyclability and compostability, and reaching net-zero emissions
from managed operations.
Look for Dole to focus more on its industry-leading programs in water and carbon
footprint management, soil conservation and sustainable packaging in 2020.

THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIP
One of the best ways to boost your DOLE Banana sales is by participating in
Dole’s marketing campaigns and promotions. Savvy retailers can take advantage
of Dole’s customizable, turnkey promotional programs that include creative
recipes, digital and social support, PR and media partnerships and in-store
signage and educational materials and even Bobby Banana®, Dole’s mascot.
On the nutrition front, Dole is partnering with the national nonprofit Action
for Healthy Kids to help educators and parents serve heathy breakfasts and
lunches kids will love at home and at school. A highlight of the alliance is a
free interactive Healthy Eating Toolkit for schools offering recipes, tips and
other information designed to make eating more accessible, fun and delicious.
Ideal for shoppers looking for recipe inspiration, an at-home version of the
toolkit for parents features timely articles and tip sheets for eating healthy on a
budget, getting kids involved in the kitchen, reading nutrition labels, conducting
taste tests at home, and accommodating picky eaters.
Dole also continues its exclusive collaboration with Disney designed to make
healthy living fun and support parents as they motivate their kids to make better
food choices. Since 2016, Dole has launched ten in-store programs with more
than TWO BILLION kid-appealing banana stickers themed to Disney, Pixar,
Star Wars and Marvel films and characters that encourage your shoppers to
add more fruits and vegetables to their lives.
It’s no secret one of the biggest challenges to parents serving more nutritious
meals is kids’ resistance to eating fruits and veggies. But research shows
favorite characters have a tremendous influence in general on acceptance
and behavior among children. In fact, when kids see favorite heroes promoting
fruit and vegetable consumption, they are more likely to choose fruits and
vegetables themselves.
Dole continues the nutritious fun in 2020 with a year honoring Pixar films and
characters including initiatives themed to Monsters, Inc. and Ratatouille.
The campaigns feature custom digital and social media content, hero-inspired
recipes, healthy-living tips, and Pixar characters on millions of DOLE® fruits and
vegetables at grocery and retail stores nationwide.
DOLE Banana retailers who take advantage of Dole’s marketing programs
can bring the all-family appeal of Pixar right into the produce section. Through
product packaging, available in-store POP and more, retailers can grow their
banana sales, plus know they are helping parents build healthier families.
Contact your Dole representative to get involved!

DOLE AND RELATED MARKS ARE TRADEMARKS OF DOLE FOOD COMPANY, INC.

DOLE

200 South Tryon Street,
Charlotte, NC 28202
www.Dole.com
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BERRIES

NATURIPE FARMS

FARMED FRESH SINCE 1917™
Naturipe Farms is a partnership between highly esteemed growers, whose
fields are spread across the globe and an industry leader for more than 100
years in producing fresh, healthy and delicious berries. The diverse grower base
and focus on innovation ensures year-round availability of exceptional organic
and conventional fruit. By sharing resources, skills, labor and knowledge, we are
better farmers, and in turn, strengthen the local farm community.
PROMOTIONS, DISPLAYS & ADVERTISING
HELP INCREASE SALES
• Consumers place a huge emphasis on TASTE when purchasing fruit.1 Prove to
customers how delicious Naturipe berries are by offering in-store sampling.
• LOCALLY-grown produce is highly desirable.2 Customers will now know
the origin of their berries by the
map and state represented on the
Naturipe label.
• 79 percent of shoppers are drawn
to a SALE,2 making price promotions
a great way to increase purchase
intent.
• EDUCATE customers on the HEALTH
BENEFITS and VERSATILITY of
berries. Cross-merchandise berries
with other healthy, complementary
items, such as yogurt or mixed 52 Weeks ending 10/6/2019 - IRI/FreshLook
Marking, Multi-Outlet.
greens. Encourage use by including
recipes and cooking suggestions
Customers are continuing to
alongside the display.
increase their berry purchases,
• 1 in 3 produce purchases are
with berries accounting for
unplanned,1 which allows for great over 21.2% of total fruit sales.
opportunity to UPSELL by displaying
all berry types together. Naturipe’s
1-pound strawberry and 1-pound blueberry packs are the perfect mix-andmatch pair.
• Naturipe berries are available YEAR-ROUND. Take advantage of this and
get creative with merchandising displays and usage suggestions, such as:
mango, blackberry and feta appetizer bites or strawberry, mozzarella
and basil atop baked balsamic chicken.3
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GO DIGITAL
WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA outlets are great tools to help consumers make
informed decisions. Use these outlets to promote in-season berries via special
offers, coupons, recipes and meal-prep tips.
HEALTHY CONVENIENCE
Today’s shopper is always on the go and looking for convenient, healthy snack
and meal options. Retailers can encourage these purchases by creating a wellstocked, eye-catching berry display at the front of your produce department with
Naturipe® strawberries, blueberries, raspberries and blackberries.

BERRY CARE AND HANDLING
• Do not break the cold chain — even while on display (32 degrees to 34
degrees is ideal) to prolong freshness.
• Keep berries away from moisture.
• Inspect berries before putting on display — remove bruised, damaged or
decayed berries to keep from spreading.
• Maximize selling opportunities by keeping displays well-stocked.
1 Source: USHBC Opportunities Assessment Study, 2016
2 Source: The Packers Fresh Trends 2016 Survey (a survey of more than 1,000 targeted respondents who are members of a nationwide panel)
3 pinterest.com/naturipe
4 Source: PMA, Takeaways From Fresh Connections: Retail Consumer Panel

NATURIPE FARMS

P.O. Box 4280
Salinas, CA 93912
(831) 443-2358
www.naturipefarms.com
sales@naturipefarms.com
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CELERY

DUDA FARM FRESH FOODS
THE CATEGORY LEADER
For more than 90 years, the Duda Farm
Fresh Foods family has proudly grown
celery with a commitment to develop
proprietary varieties that are Naturally
Sweeter & Crispier™ and have less
strings. Along the way, we have led the
category in seed research, product innovation and connecting with consumers.
Our goal is to always provide our retail
customers with premium products that
meet market demand, drive sales and
support our value of growing for future
generations.
From stalks to snacks, you can trust
Duda Farm Fresh Foods for superior
celery all year-round.

Celery is a Top 10 veggie on Shoppers’ Lists!

ETHNICITY
Celery is clearly popular across several
ethnicities, as shown in the table below. tional support, such as 18 promotional
weeks per year, that can be tailored to
LIKELIHOOD OF CELERY
retailers’ individual sales goals. Duda
USE BY ETHNICITY
is also socially connected via various
social media tools and nurtures a
58% White / Caucasian
network of brand ambassadors,
including bloggers, food writers and
51% Other		
editors, to connect with consumers —
driving product awareness and inspiring
36% Hispanic		
celery usage ideas.
40% Black/African American
OCCASIONS AND
HOLIDAYS
43% Asian		
• The celery category is often taken
Source: The Packer Fresh Trends 2019
for granted, except when it comes
to Thanksgiving, Christmas, Super
DIVERSIFY YOUR STALK
Celery has a unique position in
the produce department because
consumers buy celery to eat as a snack
and to use as a cooking ingredient.
Total celery dollar sales showed an
increase of 22% over the same period
a year ago and for the 52-weeks ending
Dec. 29, 2019* volume showed a 8 %
increase over the same time period.
Celery sticks dollar sales showed an
increase of 30 %; volume showed a
18 % increase.

Bowl, and that big bowl of potato
salad over the Fourth of July.
• Sales of regular celery and celery
hearts peak in January (key weightloss season), Easter, Thanksgiving
and Christmas, while sales of freshcut celery peak during New Year’s,
Super Bowl, Labor Day, Thanksgiving
and Christmas.
• If space allocation is under-sized, the
category will fail to grow, despite the
innovative packaging provided. Duda
recommends increasing the display
and providing secondary displays
during peak snack seasons — especially during Super Bowl week.

DISPLAY CARE
AND HANDLING
It’s important to merchandise freshcut celery in the cold case adjacent to
packaged salads and refrigerated dips/
dressings. Proper temperature control
is paramount to the success of these
items. Keep constantly refrigerated
between 34°F and 38°F.

BACK ROOM RECEIVING
AND PREPARATION
PROCEDURES
Value-added celery should be refrigerated immediately upon receipt. Even
a few minutes at room temperature
will greatly impact fresh-cut celery
shelf-life and quality.

(Source: Information Resources, Inc.)

Retailers can increase celery sales
by merchandising a full line of fresh
celery items, from bulk to fresh cut,
then managing for out of stocks.
PROMOTIONAL/
ADVERTISING IDEAS
Duda Farm Fresh Foods provides
coupon opportunities and offers addi74 / MARCH 2020 / PRODUCE BUSINESS

ORGANIC CELERY
At least a quarter of buyers (27%) said they purchase
organic celery at least some of the time, this is a 2%
increase from 2018.
Source: The Packer Fresh Trends 2019

DUDA FARM FRESH FOODS
P.O. Box 620257
Oviedo, FL 32762
(407) 365-2111
(407) 365-2147
www.dudafresh.com
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CHERRIES

CHELAN FRESH
FRESH CHERRY SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY
SHOPPER, BUDGET AND HOUSEHOLD
Fresh cherries excite consumers. They’re seasonal and limited. Retailers can benefit from the
get-it-before-it’s-gone mindset. When it’s Northwest cherry season, consumers are ready to buy
based on impulse. And in best-case scenarios, cherries can outsell some year-round produce.
GET THEM OUT
Get cherries out of delivery cartons quickly and display
in 1lb or 2 lb pouches. Expand sales with secondary
displays. Build large displays at the front of the store
or department, communicating fresh, seasonal fruit.
Sales from secondary displays vary from 10% up
to 70%.

GO ORGANIC
Chelan Fresh is bringing five generations and more than 30 years of organic
farming experience with its Cascade
Crest® Organics brand. Cascade
Crest® Organics are producers of
premium, certified organic fruit.

TIPPING IS ENCOURAGED
Be ready to engage with consumers on how best
to prepare and store cherries. If they know how to
make them last longer, they’ll buy more. Have tips
on hand to share.

DELIGHT YOUR CUSTOMERS
New Top Seal packaging helps keep cherries fresher, longer.
Consumers want to know exactly what they are buying,
so use signage that clearly names the product and variety.

CONVENIENCE IS KING
The new 1/2 Dry Pint of cherries gives retailers
an opportunity to present a “trial size” of cherries
to consumers. With a smaller volume of fruit
and a lower price point, the 1/2 Dry Pint is the
perfect packaging to entice a new consumer to
give cherries a try.
LET THEM
BE THE EXPERTS
Studies have shown that 8 out of 10
consumers who sample cherries prior to
purchasing will buy them. Set up demos
and let them be the experts!

The grab-and-go Cup O’Cherries™ are a convenient snack on the run.

CHELAN FRESH

PO Box 878,
Chelan, WA 98816
(509) 682-3854
www.chelanfresh.com
comments@chelanfresh.com
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CITRUS

SUNKIST

Citrus is a staple in the produce
department, and shoppers continue to
explore the expanding variety available
year-round from navels to mandarins
to specialty products. Collaborated
merchandising efforts with a trusted
supplier, such as Sunkist, will yield even
greater citrus sales.

Sunkist’s flavor-forward displays and
packaging.
Use Sunkist’s newly released Blood
Orange consumer carton, along with
a wide variety of square bins to open
up cross-promotion opportunities for
retailers. This approach helps increase
selling space within a small footprint
while promoting 2- and 3-pound bags.
DISPLAY IDEAS
We have the ability to cater to our
There are many promotional oppor- customers’ unique needs, and we
tunities when displaying citrus. Take take this customizable approach to
advantage of Sunkist’s wide array drive demand.
of retail marketing programs, including
sampling, digital coupons, high-graphic CATEGORY MANAGEMENT
secondary display bins and in-store Place an added emphasis on Category
point of sale materials that highlight Management. Through our Category
flavor profiles, nutritional benefits Management program, Sunkist is able
and recipes to build awareness, drive to stay on top of consumertends trends
trial and increase sales.
as they relate to our citrus
Engage with consumers and educate categories, packaging
them on the taste, quality and versa- solutions and benchtility of Sunkist citrus varieties through marking opportunities for
our partners.

Across the sunny citrus groves of California and Arizona, Sunkist Growers, Inc. is
an agricultural cooperative owned by and
operated for the family of farmers who
make up its membership. Sunkist reflects
the values of its 125-year history, with
traditional growing practices, stewardship
of natural resources, and a dedication to
innovation. Sunkist offers over 40 varieties of fresh citrus, and its growers – large
and small – work to offer quality fruit that
consumers enjoy worldwide.
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sampling, display contests and
BEST MERCHANDISING
TIPS
coupons.
• Use high-graphic secondary display • 
Engage with shoppers online
bins together to create a citrus
through social media, digital
destination in the produce departoutreach and loyalty programs to
ment.
boost consumer interest.
• Cross-merchandise citrus with other
complementary items including SUNKIST
seafood and liquor products.
To share the fruits of our labor, contact
• Educate shoppers on citrus flavor us at sales@sunkistgrowers.com,
profiles, nutritional benefits and (661) 290-8800, or visit Sunkist.com.
recipes to drive sales with channel
rails, clip cards, posters and more.
• Promote specialty citrus items, such
as Cara Cara navel oranges, blood
oranges and Minneola tangelos, to
increase purchase intent through
various activities, not limited to

SUNKIST

(661) 290-8800
sales@sunkistgrowers.com
Sunkist.com
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GARLIC

MAURICE A. AUERBACH, INC.
Garlic represents a profit-center all
year long given its wide use in cooking
and should be merchandised consistently. A variety of quality garlic is available year-round with supplies coming
from California, Argentina, Mexico,
Chile, Spain and China. Stores can
maximize garlic sales by promoting a
diversity of items including red garlic,
elephant garlic, peeled, packaged,
braided and certified organic in addition to the standard bulk. Convenience
items include various processed and
semi-processed forms, such as whole
peeled garlic, chopped garlic, minced
garlic and a multitude of jarred products.
DISPLAY BIG & BOLD!
Build visible displays with a mix of
whole bulbs, 5-bulb packaged garlic
and jar garlic, as well as one or two
SKUs of organic.
Offer a full range of garlic and complementary products. Every garlic sale
means the sale of additional items from
produce and other areas of the store.
Secondary displays increase sales!
Put garlic next to meat and poultry to
promote as a rub and even next to
baguettes in the bakery.
Make sure garlic is always next to ripe
tomatoes, basil and cilantro to promote

salsa; create a make-your-own-pastasauce center with garlic, tomatoes and
other ingredients.
Promote garlic for decorative purposes.
Braided garlic or loose garlic can be
used to adorn holiday wreaths and other
holiday decorations.
COMMUNCIATE
& EDUCATE
Signage and POP material near
garlic always should have a three-fold
message:
(1) Highlight specialty items such as
elephant garlic to attract attention and
spark consumer interest.
(2) Promote health benefits of garlic:
fat-free, saturated fat-free, sodium-free,
cholesterol-free and certified 100%
organic.
(3) Provide recipes and usage ideas.
Garlic sales directly relate to consumer
use of recipes requiring garlic, so always
have a recipe next to the garlic display.

SUGGEST USAGES
In barbecue season, promote garlic
in salads, marinades and rubs, and
cooking whole garlic on the barbecue
to use as a butter substitute.
Suggest adding flare to old favorites
by including garlic in mashed potatoes
or scrambled eggs.
Provide international recipes using
garlic, such as Pan con Tomate, Chinese
Garlic Stir Fry or Spinach Garlic Curry.
Focus promotions on major sporting
events such as the Super Bowl
or March Madness when
shoppers are entertaining.

CARE AND HANDLING
Rotation is crucial! Fresh garlic sitting
out for long periods will tend to dry out.
Pay frequent attention to the display
to keep it clean and dry since skins of
garlic tend to shed with handling.
Store garlic in a cool, well-ventilated
place and keep dry. Garlic should not
be misted.

OUT-OF-THE-BOX IDEAS
Feature a simple recipe-of-the-week to give shoppers a new garlic usage weekly.
Promote unique varieties — highlighting red or elephant garlic draws the attention of
shoppers.
Display convenience garlic items next to fresh garlic to motivate shoppers who may not
want to peel and chop.
Promote garlic as a healthy alternative to butter and seasonings — an easy, healthy way
to give food great flavor.
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MAURICE A AUERBACH, INC.
117 Seaview Dr.
Secaucus, NJ 07094
(201) 807.9292 • (888) AUERPAK
www.auerpak.com
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KIWIFRUIT

ZESPRI®
THE POWER OF IN-STORE MERCHANDISING
New custom-designed packaging developed
to grab shopper attention and increase sales in store.

Unique 1 lb. packaging is made from recycled materials and is fully
recyclable. The clamshell will include embossing on the top to reinforce
the Zespri brand and support Zespri’s global brand strategy to drive
sustainability. The graphic sleeve features Zespri’s new visual identity
with a refined logo that captures the burst of flavor consumers get
when they bite into Zespri® SunGoldi® Kiwifruit.

LARGE AND IMPACTFUL DISPLAYS
DRIVE DEPARTMENT SALES
Zespri’s new display builds on last year’s successful “Let Your Taste Wander “
campaign, and is designed to let the new 1-lb. packaging be the hero.

KEEP UP WITH THE LATEST TRENDS!
It’s on trend! Kiwifruit continues to be on trend, and it is the fastest growing
fruit in the fruit bowl. Leading the growth is Zespri SunGold Kiwifruit. Seize
this opportunity to grow your department sales!

To Drive Incremental Sales:

ZESPRI® SUNGOLD® HIGHLIGHTS
•Texture: Smooth, brown skin with a juicy, yellow flesh
•Taste: Sweet-tropical flavor
•Nutrition: SunGold is one of the most
nutrient-dense fruits with 3x the
vitamin C of a serving of oranges
and as much potassium as a
medium banana.
•Usage: Just simply CUT,
SCOOP and ENJOY!

LET’S WORK TOGETHER!
CALL US 1-833-615-2770
www.zesprikiwi.com ∙ info@zesprikiwi.com
1) B
 uild large, eye-catching displays! Double the display size =
Double the sales! A recent independent study has shown a 96%
dollar increase when doubling the size of the kiwifruit display to 6 ft.
x 2 ft.
2) Multiple display locations increase sales. Try merchandising
kiwi in and out of the produce section and see sales soar! Stacking
cases by the check-out lanes catches unexpected shoppers on their
way out!
3) P osition kiwifruit near fruit with similar pricing strategies.
According to a recent independent study merchandising next to
berries or grapes increases kiwifruit sales by 80%!
Bonus! In an independent study, shoppers reported that they rate their shopper
experience higher when Zespri SunGold Kiwifruit is on display. Increase the
fresh perception of your store by building prominent displays!
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Sources:
• Kantar, 3rd party shopper study (claimed)
• Test & Control Independent Study conducted by InMar Willard Bishop

ZESPRI®

567 San Nicolas Dr., Suite 400
Newport Beach, CA 92660
(949) 706-2284
Zesprikiwi.com
info@zesprikiwi.com
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LEMONS

MCDANIEL & CHIRICO WORLDWIDE LLC
Lemons are an essential everyday
item for all foodservice and retail
customers. Lemons and limes
are uniquely versatile with a
use in the home of nearly all
shoppers. Good quality fruit is
readily and consistently available.
RECOMMENDED
DISPLAY IDEAS
Starting with strong quality is the foundation of any proper display. Whether
a stack-them-high (and let them fly)
approach, or a small clean display,
having the right fruit to put up will make
or break the display. We recommend
to hand stack loose fruit and provide
bag options nearby for bulk consumers.
Displaying the Linda Vista brand PLU or
box is encouraged to take advantage
of marketing efforts and global brand
recognition.
POS AND PROMOTIONAL
TIPS
The versatility of citrus easily allows
for multiple promotion opportunities.
In the produce section, health benefit
information along with a beautiful
display guides the consumer’s hand
to grab that perfect lemon.
Use additional opportunities around
the store: In the seafood section, a
small but lovely basket of lemons alongside recipe cards can put the right touch
on that quick weeknight meal. Many
retailers have a liquor section or even
a store in proximity to the grocery area
for additional promotion.
Remember to include the whole citrus
category — both lemons and limes on
display with quality, consumer-recognized branding tie together freshness
and fun.
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Since 1959 the Linda Vista Brand has earned the reputation of unwavering
commitment to the global produce industry. Over the past 61 years, Linda
Vista brand has withstood the test of time. Consumers recognize Linda Vista
as a brand to trust. Linda Vista produce is globally recognized for its quality — the label is used only when fruit is at its peak. Consumers recognize
a Linda Vista label means they are buying fresh, delicious and responsibly
grown produce. All products packed with the Linda Vista label are responsibly grown and packed — meeting or exceeding food safety standards and
protocol. Lemons, limes, avocados and mangos are the core items of the
Linda Vista brand.
VARIETY AND
and utilize the Linda Vista brand barcode
AVAILABILITY
PLU for simplified checkout.
•A
 pril through December — Eureka
SIZES & PACKS
lemons grown in Mexico
Shipping points Texas & NJ
• B ulk Sizes — 75/95/115/140/165/
200/235
•D
 ecember through May — Primofiori and then Verna’s [April/May] • C
 onventional and Organic grades
grown in Spain
available — Standard, Choice and
Shipping point NJ
Fancy
• B ag packs are typically 18/2lb and
DISPLAY CARE
36/1lb — custom bagging options
AND HANDLING
are available as well.
Lemons should be generally stored at During the peak of season, we pack
40-42 degrees. When displaying bulk lemon and lime combination packs
fruit, lemons should be stacked horizon- allowing for convenience and increased
tally — all facing in the same direction in sales for retail and home delivery
a way that complements the area where services.
they are set. Placing them on top of Custom packs and labeling are availeach other to create a pyramid results in able.
an attractive and neat outcome. When
bagged, clearly show the label whether PROGRAMS
on a stand or a hanging unit. Request We specialize in programs for both
retail and foodservice consisting of a
tailored mix of contracted volumes
and weekly estimates at market price.
From fruit for juicing to 5-star dining,
small volume or large — consistent
support is available. Doing these custom
combination programs allows for levels
of planning and security with volatile
items while still maintaining the competitive edge of fluctuating markets. Our
shipping points also allow for freight
savings for most of the country and
quicker turnaround from order to
delivery. Combining programs of our

core four items — lemons, limes,
avocados, and mangos — allows for
a nice loading blend and convenient
pickups (1 stop) or delivery. Part of our
service includes delivery to most areas
around the country through a network
of carrier partners. In addition to our
premium pack on conventional fruit, our
offering includes organic options on all
of our items in a variety of packs.
Having a strong following on the Linda
Vista brand across items allows for a
consistency on quality and branding
to display to customers at all levels of
the food chain.

MCDANIEL & CHIRICO
WORLDWIDE LLC

(201) 523-7170
www.McDanielChirico.com
Mike@MCworldwidellc.com
George@MCworldwidellc.com
Allan@MCworldwidellc.com

MCDANIEL FRUIT COMPANY
(760) 728-8438
www.McDanielAvocado.com
info@mcdanielavocado.com
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LIMES

VISION IMPORT GROUP
Limes are an integral part of the
produce department. Limes cross all
cultures and cuisines and are increasingly popular for health-conscious shoppers as well. Actively promoting limes
will yield increased sales.

a reminder: “Don’t forget the limes!”
• Any occasion for home entertaining (Super Bowl, Thanksgiving,
Christmas, New Year’s Eve, Cinco
de Mayo, Summer BBQ’s) is a great
excuse to promote limes.
• Cross-merchandise limes, avocados,
onion and tomatillos for making
guacamole.
• Promote limes in a “Refreshing
Drink Display” with other citrus
and various drink components —
from sparkling water to drink mixes.
This not only increases lime sales,
but also adds ring from higher-end
components.

RECOMMENDED
DISPLAY IDEAS
• Don’t hide limes. Make displays
prominent and visible to shoppers.
•U
 se colorful, high graphic shipping
boxes to create attractive, grower-fresh displays.
• Display in several areas of the
produce department and store,
including with tomatoes, citrus and
in the seafood department.
• Include recipe and usage ideas
with lime displays including using BEST PROMOTION
as marinades, zesting for desserts PRACTICES
or garnish.
• Limes are extremely versatile —
• Promote specialty limes, such as
incremental sales and positioning DISPLAY CARE
key limes, when in season. Offer
will bring limes to a top-grossing AND HANDLING
specialty limes in addition to regular
produce item.
•Q
 uality Limes Sell More! Keep
lime displays and include usage • Place in a basket in beverage aisle,
displays clean and neat. Ensure
suggestions.
seafood and meat departments with
undesirable fruit is removed so the
beautiful product stands out. Limes
should not be an item shoppers
need to pick through.
• Keep limes at 48°F; fresh limes can
be held for up to four weeks after
QUICK TIPS
picking — as long as they are picked
Educate shoppers on health: Limes contain unique flavonoid
and stored in the best condition.
compounds with antioxidant, antibiotic and anti-cancer
• To maintain optimal quality for an
properties. Use limes as a healthy condiment on meats,
extended period, be conscious of
fish and chicken — just a squeeze of lime can change or
the storage temperature in your
accentuate the flavor.
warehouse and back rooms, in
addition to retail displays. Optimum
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has approved the
is 48°F to 50°F.
following nutrient content descriptors for limes: fat-free,
saturated fat-free, sodium-free, cholesterol-free, low-calorie,
a good source of fiber and high in vitamin C.
VARIETY AND
AVAILABILITY GUIDE
Tell shoppers to expose limes to room temperature before
Seedless lime varieties include Persian
squeezing — they will release more juice.
and Bearss. Persian limes grown in
Mexico have set the highest standard
Promote how a little lime juice and water can prevent
and are the most desirable.
cut fruit or vegetables (such as potatoes and apples) from
Seeded and specialty varieties include
getting discolored.
West Indian, Mexican and Key.
Your lime source matters! Direct grower-relationships make
Availability:
Vision Import Group unique and allow us to deliver the
highest-quality produce and service at fair market price.
Good quality, fresh limes are available
Every one of our grower partners offers top-quality fruit and
all year round. Through Vision Import
is held to the highest food safety standards/certifications.
For printable recipes or more information on how to increase
lime sales, simply send an email to info@visionimportgroup.com

Group’s positive grower relationships,
we carry limes 52 weeks of the year
from Mexico. When needed, we utilize
other offshore relationships for additional sourcing.
Presentations include:
• 1-, 2-, and 5-pound bag limes
• 40-pound box ranging from 110 to
250 size (PLU sticker optional)
• 10-pound place-packed and stickered (packed by hand, highest grade
and color level)
• Ability to pack loose 10-pound

VISION IMPORT GROUP

Offices in New Jersey,
Texas and Florida
(201) 968-1190
visionimportgroup.com
Facebook.com/VisionImportGroup

“Todos tenemos que comer”
We all have to eat
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MANGOS
iiiii

CIRULI BROTHERS, LLC

1.	Source Sensibly
• Pair with a supplier who understands your needs, market and
has eyes on the ground to ensure
fruit is picked at the right time.
• It is imperative that mangos
reach a certain degree of maturity before harvest, or they will not
ripen properly, offsetting quality,
flavor and profit.

PHOTO CREDIT: COURTESY METROPOLITAN MARKET

TOP 5 TIPS FOR SELLING
MORE MANGOS

2. Merchandise Selectively
• Vary it up. Market multiple varieties simultaneously, such as
red-green Kents with yellow
Champagne® mangos. These
mangos look, smell and taste 3. Handle Wisely
4. Display Creatively
5. Ripe On!™
differently, yet both are delicious
•	Never store below 52° F or you
•	Go for large, front-of-store displays
•	Always have ripe fruit on hand.
and packed with nutrients.
risk causing chill injury.
to build foot traffic during promoMangos that are just right (juicy,
tional periods.
• Size matters. Try offering different
•	On display, do not chill, mist or
tender, aromatic and flavorful)
are more conducive to posisizes at different price points.
place next to ethylene-sensitive
•	
Add secondary displays for
• Bulk vs. packed. Offer a combinaitems. Keep at room temperature
cross-merchandising opportunitive consumer experiences and
tion of bulk and value-added packs
for better overall quality and taste.
ties.
encourage repeat sales.
like small, display-ready cases or
•	Rotate displays often, keep riper
•	Mangos are cornerstones of the
•	Ripened programs involve frequent
clamshells. Ciruli Brothers offers
mangos on top, and prevent
tropical category, but they don’t
supplier interaction and replenishmultiple options to help you
damage by not stacking too high.
move as well in tropical displays.
ment to mitigate shrink, so it is
address your market’s needs.
•	According to a 2019 study, mango
Try displaying next to stone fruit or
important to pair with a supplier
• Mangos 365. Promote early and
shrink is likelier to occur on display
other seasonal fruit for year-long
who understands the science
promotions.ii
often. Mangos are available and
and during check out.i Educate
and logistics that make ripened
promotable year-round.
staff to ensure they follow proper
•	Use ripe fruit for demos and fresh,
programs both viable and profitable.
handling practices.
made-in-store salsa, smoothies or
fresh-cut packs.

i
According to the Natl. Mango Board’s 2019
Mango Shrink Study, a 1-point drop in shrink
would result in $3.7 million more in national
mango sales at an average unit sale price
of $0.86.

A 2015 Natl. Mango Board study that tested
the impact of display location on mango sales
showed mangos had a 45% positive impact
on volume and dollar sales when displayed
next to stone fruit.

ii

CIRULI BROTHERS, LLC

P.O. Box 1476
Tubac, AZ 85646
(520) 281-9696
Pantone 261C
www.cirulibrothers.com
www.champagnemango.com
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MUSHROOMS

GIORGIO FRESH
RECOMMENDED
DISPLAY IDEAS
Color is critical. Use signs or packaging to add color to your display to help
the mushrooms stand out in produce
departments that are filled with vibrant
colors and other eye-catchers. As a
produce destination category, mushrooms warrant a prominent location in
the produce department.
KEY VARIETIES
• Whites		
• Portabella
• Baby Bella/Crimini
• Shiitake		
• Oyster
SECONDARY VARIETIES
• Enoki
• Royal Trumpet
• Maitake
• Beech
THE BLEND
Engage the shopper with helpful ideas
and information. Utilize The Mushroom
Council’s “Trend to Blend” campaign
promotions and point-of-sale materials
to encourage shoppers to blend mushrooms into popular recipes, including

meatballs, tacos, burgers, lasagna and visually appealing display of fresh mushpasta sauces for healthy, economic meal rooms will entice shoppers to purchase.
options.
Mushrooms left on shelves for too long
will deter purchases.
DISPLAY
RECOMMENDATIONS
DISPLAY CARE
Keep shelves stocked with fresh, high- AND HANDLING
quality products. A clean, organized and Using Giorgio’s CARE Program will

QUICK TIP

To develop a signature fresh mushroom category, contact your Giorgio Fresh sales
representative for additional information.
Find these and other recipes at GiorgioFresh.com

maintain the best mushroom quality:
• Cool the product to 34 degrees to
provide maximum shelf life.
• Avoid spray misters and overstacking (three high maximum).
•Rotate the product to keep the
display case fresh.
• Entice your customers by keeping
the product attractive.
CROSS-MERCHANDISING
OPPORTUNITIES
As the warmer weather approaches,
retailers should cross-merchandise
mushrooms with other grilled items
to help inspire recipe ideas in shoppers’ minds. Ideal pairing items include
steaks, burgers and grilling vegetables

GIORGIO FRESH CO.

Mushroom Marinara Ravioli
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Three Mushroom and Garlic Grilled Pizza

347 June Ave.
Blandon, PA 19510
(610) 926-2800 or (800) 330-5711
www.giorgiofresh.com
www.facebook.com/GiorgioFreshCo
https://www.instagram.com/giorgiofresh/
https://www.pinterest.com/giorgiofresh/
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ONIONS
iiiii

IDAHO-EASTERN OREGON ONION COMMITTEE

IDAHO-EASTERN OREGON
ONIONS MAKE SENSE FOR
YOUR CUSTOMERS
USA Onions (homegrown in IdahoEastern Oregon) are well known for their
golden globe shape and their remarkably
mild flavor. And Idaho-Eastern Oregon
Onions retain their texture when
cooked, adding flavor and consistency
to any dish.
ADVERTISING IDEAS
Prompting consumers to use their
smartphones in-store will provide them
with recipe ideas and useful onion information in real time and may increase
sales.
USA Onions has an active following on
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. Simply
displaying the words: “Follow USA
Onions” with the Facebook, Twitter and
YouTube icons will engage consumers
and spark their interest to learn more
about the product.
Check out the Idaho-Eastern Oregon
Onion Committee’s farm-to-table video
on YouTube, and learn more about the
onions our area is so famous for.
It can be viewed on any of the social
media platforms and is available for
displaying on in-store TV monitors, too.

VARIETY AND
AVAILABILITY GUIDE
USA Onions are available in yellow, red
and white varieties. Harvest begins in
August; availability is August through
May. During the growing season, the
Idaho and Eastern Oregon Onion region

provides approximately 30% of the bulb
onions consumed in the United States.
A complete sizing guide can be downloaded at USAOnions.com.
DISPLAY CARE
AND HANDLING
USA Onions are known for their long
shelf life.You can increase profitability
by reducing shrink if you follow these
simple steps:
• Onions should be kept dry and
unrefrigerated at retail. Good air
circulation is critical.
• Keep product rotated and remove
separated and loose skins from
the display bin.
BACK ROOM RECEIVING
AND PREPARATION
PROCEDURES
• When onions are received, they
should be placed one foot away
from the wall for proper air circulation. Air circulation is crucial for
long-term storage. Remember
not to use plastic pallet wrap on
onions in storage, as the plastic
wrap limits air movement.
• Onions should be kept cool and
dry, ideally at 34 degrees to 45
degrees, with about 65% to 70% IDAHO-EASTERN OREGON
ONION COMMITTEE
humidity.
• Onions should not be stored with P.O. Box 909
Parma, ID 83660
other produce that gives off mois- (208) 772-5111
www.USAOnions.com
ture, such as potatoes.
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ORGANICS-WET RACK

GRIMMWAY FARMS/CAL-ORGANIC FARMS
INSIGHTS
• The organic market has become a
$52.5 billion industry, and organic
fruits and vegetables account for
more than a third of all organic food
sales.
• Within the organic fruits and vegetables category, fresh produce drives
90.3% of sales and continues to
act as a gateway for shoppers to
purchase organics across other
departments.
• With 7.9% annual growth, organic
produce sales are increasing at a
rate above all produce sales.
• 31% of shoppers estimate 25-50%
of their produce purchases are
organic, and 27% claim they always
buy certain items as organic.

• Build assortment with trusted
brands that demonstrate the high
quality your loyal shoppers expect.

compelling way, using color and
texture to create contrast.
• Keep displays well-stocked and
rotate product to keep the freshest
items arranged front and center.
• Utilize organic tags and labels with
UPCs and barcodes to ensure accurate scans at POS.

ASSORTMENT
MERCHANDISING
• Base your organic set with volume- • 65% of shoppers prefer retailers
driving items such as kales, broccoli,
display organic items in their own
cauliflower, green onions, iceberg
section. Segregate organic vegelettuce and leafy greens.
tables at the front of the produce
• Offer seasonal items to encourage
department and clearly label the wet MESSAGING
product discovery and trial.
rack using channel strips featuring • Use banner graphics to educate con• Recognize culinary trends by highthe USDA seal.
sumers on health benefits, sustainlighting new items and popular uses. • 
Arrange produce in a visually
able practices and seasonality.

“Highlight your commitment to organic produce by consistently stocking premium quality
vegetables in the organic wet rack. Furthermore, educate your shoppers about the benefits of organic produce with messaging that highlights sustainable farming practices.”
– Bob Borda, Vice President of Organic Sales

• Use powerful visuals featuring
trusted farms and farmers to
develop a connection between the
shopper and the grower.
• Tell the story behind your produce
by highlighting where it’s grown —
shoppers resonate with products
grown locally and within the USA.
• Provide shelf talkers with inspiring
recipes and cross-promotional
offers.
HANDLING & CARE
• Preserve freshness by limiting exposure to UV light and ethylene-producing fruits and vegetables.
• Sort through product and discard
portions that are dry, wilted or
damaged.
• Maintain temperature between 34
and 36 degrees F and mist items
throughout the day.
Sources:
• Organic Trade Association, 2019 Organic
Industry Survey
• The Packer, Fresh Trends 2019 & Organic
Fresh Trends 2020
• IRI/FreshLook Marketing Data

GRIMMWAY FARMS/
CAL-ORGANIC FARMS

PO Box 81498, Bakersfield, CA 93308
(661) 845-3758
www.grimmway.com
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PERUVIAN ASPARAGUS IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION
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ASPARAGUS

Make the most of healthy eating trends
by promoting asparagus throughout the
year. Asparagus from Peru, a principal
supplier, allows retailers to complement
other seasonal sources, yet consistently
offer quality product at all times. Asparagus is in the top 20 vegetables – a
perfect healthy meal solution for families on the go!
DISPLAY IDEAS
Keep It Fresh: Ensure your display is
well maintained with only the freshest,
highest quality product.
Make it Visible: Be sure your
customers can find asparagus easily.
Build big attractive displays to catch
the shopper’s eye.
Promote Health: Give shoppers
looking for healthy choices another
option with fresh asparagus. Promote
as a unique salad ingredient or an alternative side dish.
Provide Options: Use multiple colors
for attractive display alternatives. Fresh
asparagus is readily available in green,

MASTERS OF MERCHANDISING

white and purple (all available from
Peru).
Create Convenience: Value packaged or tray packed fresh asparagus
can also be cross-merchandised with
packaged salad.

other easy items including: meat or with closed, firm tips. The butt-end of
seafood, salad, oils, dressings, deli fresh asparagus should be cleanly cut
and wines. Cross-merchandise in other and sufficiently hydrated. In the backdepartments to provide a nutritionally room, keep asparagus cold (34-36°
complete meal solution.
F) and moist prior to display. Fresh
Handle With Care: Successful asparagus is not ethylene-sensitive but
sales stem from well-handled product. is susceptible to absorbing very strong
KEY MERCHANDISING TIPS Asparagus should be bright-looking odors.
Promote Year-Round: Plan frequent
promotions to encourage consistent
sales!
CHECKLIST FOR SUCCESSFUL ASPARAGUS SALES
Offer Choice: Variety encourages
shoppers to purchase more. Include •Start with quality product sourced •Provide usage suggestions
various colors, sizes and package
from Peru
•C
 ross-merchandise
options in your offering. Display different •Build large, attractive, visible
•C
 ommunicate health benefits
packaging options including whole
displays
spear bunches, microwave tray-packed
•
•Offer variety in color and packaging Promote value and time savings
trimmed spears, packaged green and/or
benefits
white asparagus, packaged asparagus
tips, white and purple asparagus.
Suggest Uses: Asparagus is easily
prepared and a time saver – so make
PERUVIAN ASPARGUS
sure your customers know it! Provide
IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION
ideas on usage with signage, highContact: Priscilla Lleras-Bush
(817) 793-3133
lighting easy and quick preparation.
priscillaprestige@outlook.com
Use Tie-Ins: Cross-promote with
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SWEET ONIONS

KEYSTONE FRUIT MARKETING
Sweet Onions present an opportunity
for incremental produce sales.
• Sweet onions offer ample opportunity for promotion and crossmerchandising with a variety of
products in and out of the produce
department.
• The health and flavor benefits are
an easy sell for consumers looking
to cook tasteful food without salt
and cholesterol.
• Onions are the most consumed
produce item in the world, averaging
21 pounds per capita consumption
annually in the United States. This
presents a tremendous opportunity
for consistent sales!
RECOMMENDED
DISPLAY IDEAS
• GO BIG! Capitalize on one of today’s
hottest trends – fresh produce. It’s
healthy, colorful, and bursting with
freshness!
• Offer consumers multiple buying
options, ensuring incremental sales

lift — endcaps, stand-alones, valueadded product offerings, multi-size
strategies, and consumer bagged
displays.
• Secondary display areas during
promotional periods will increase
sales and consumer awareness.
• Effective point-of-purchase materials and signage help showcase
nutritional benefits and outstanding
flavor of high-quality sweet onions.
CROSS-MERCHANDISING
OPPORTUNITIES
Sweet onion usage is very diverse,
making cross-merchandising opportunities virtually limitless!
• Sweet, mild flavor make sweet
onions fantastic on a hamburger, in
a fresh salad, added to guacamole,
in kabobs, or with steaks.
• As an ingredient, they are guaranteed to enhance your favorite
recipes, taking your menu to a whole
new level!

FLAVOR & NUTRITION
DIFFERENTIATION GIVES
CONSUMERS REASONS
TO BUY WITH
CONFIDENCE!
• Emphasize the quality, flavor and
nutrition differences of authentic
sweet onions over regular cooking
onions.
• The top two reasons people eat
fruits and veggies are taste and
nutrition. Provide product education
and tasting demos so consumers
experience the product.

to use healthy onions to infuse flavor into recipes.

 Develop a “Recipe Kit” promotion, which cross
merchandises all the ingredients — including
sweet onions — to make an easy meal.
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QUICK TIPS

SELL “A HEALTHY WAY TO
ADD FLAVOR”: Onions are
highly recommended for
those trying to prevent
cardiovascular disease,
cancer and infections.
Also, sweet onions are
fat- and cholesterol-free,
and contain very little
sodium.
Ensure your sweet onions
are SWEET! Get them
from a reliable, authentic
source.

OUT-OF-THE-BOX PROMOTIONAL IDEAS

 Schedule a chef demo to show consumers new ways

capitalizing on regional information
available.
• Create brand awareness, which
translates to consumer loyalty and
repeat sales.

YEAR-ROUND
AVAILABILITY PRESENTS
YEAR-ROUND
OPPORTUNITY!
Being able to ensure a consistent
sweet onion flavor profile throughout
the year is an important element for
repeat and consistent sales.
• Purchase only from a reputable
industry leader to assure your
consumers you are providing them
with the safest, freshest, and most
flavorful sweet onions all year long.
• This forms a win-win relationship
between retailers and vendors,
maintaining long-term, sustainable
and uninterrupted supply.
• Use regional freshness to educate
consumers on uniqueness of recognized sweet onion growing districts.
• Work with growing interest in buying
local and knowing the grower,

EDUCATE STORE PERSONNEL: Ensure store-level
personnel know how
to store and handle the
product, the difference in
sweet onions versus other
varieties, and usage ideas.
They are the front line in
helping to promote the
product and provide
information to customers.

KEYSTONE FRUIT MARKETING
11 N. Carlisle St., Suite 102
Greencastle, PA 17225
(717) 597-2112
www.keystonefruit.com

MASTERS OF MERCHANDISING
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